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Destiny 2 hunter class guide

Destiny 2's Hunter class, commonly represented by Nathan Fillion's Cayde-6, specializes in dealing with elementary damage across the battlefield through a variety of weapons and abilities. In this Destiny 2 Hunter guide, we'll take a closer look at the Destiny 2 Hunter class, including the various abilities and super skills that Arcs, Nightstalker, and Gunslinger subclasses have to offer the player. If you need
help with something else throughout this expansive game, be sure to head over to our Destiny 2 guide hub, which includes information about all the new abilities for Titan and Warlock classes, as well as detailed reviews. Destiny 2 Hunter underclasses and abilities The former Bladedancer Warlock subclass appears to have been completely replaced from the original Destiny with Arc's underclass in Destiny
2. Elsewhere, Hunter can summon a flaming gun, which was first shown out of Cayde-6 back in destiny 2 gameplay reveal. To unlock the second and third Hunter subclass in Destiny 2, keep an eye out for any side missions you can perform near the Shard of the Traveler in the European Dead Zone. Once available, these missions will let you take down a horde of Fallen using the Super Ability of the brand
new subclasses you are trying to unlock. It doesn't take more than a few minutes to complete, and it's actually a basic tutorial area for your new Super Ability. Destiny 2 Hunter Class Skills: Marksman's Dodge - A directional dodge that can be used to either quickly move you around the battlefield, or to dodge out of the way of oncoming damage. Gambler's Dodge – This effectively works the same as
Marksman's Dodge ability, except this version generates significant melee energy when used near enemies. Destiny 2 Hunter Class Movement Skills: High Jump - jump a second time while airborne to reach greater heights. Strafe Jump - Jump a second time while airborne with strong directional control. Triple Jump - Jump a second or third time while airborne. Destiny 2 Hunter Arcstrider Super, Abilities,
and Grenades The Hunter's Arcstrider subclass gives the player control of a large Arc Staff while giving them the power to move quickly around the battlefield and avoid enemy fire. Destiny 2 Hunter Arcstrider Super Ability - Arc Staff L1+R1/LB+RB - Forms a staff of pure Arc energy for Hunter. R1/RB - Dodge around the battlefield, striking your nearest enemies with Arc Staff. Destiny 2 Hunter Arcstrider
Grenade Abilities: Arcbolt - Chains lightning of lightning to nearby enemies. Flux - An explosion that causes additional damage when attached to enemies. Skip - Splits on impact, creating multiple projectiles that seek out enemies. Destiny 2's Arcstrider Hunter in action. Destiny 2 Hunter Arcstrider Way of the Warrior Perks: Deadly Reach - Dodging increases your Melee range so you can beat enemies
further afield. Combat Flow - Melee kills recharge your Dodge ability. Blow - Kill an enemy with this Melee's ability to regenerate your health. Lethal Current - After Dodging, every Arc Staff hit creates aftershock lightning damage. Destiny 2 Hunter Arcstrider Way of the Wind Perks: Disorienting Blow - Beat an enemy with this melee ability to disorient the target and nearby enemies. Focused breathing - Sprint
recharges your Dodge ability. Combat Meditation - When critically wounded, Melee and Grenades recharge faster. Lightning reflexes - You are harder to kill while dodging. Destiny 2 Hunter Gunslinger Super, Abilities, and Grenades Gunslinger underclass in Destiny 2 largely brings back an old Hunter underclass from the original Destiny, once again providing the player with a flaming gun for a limited
amount of time, dealing with some hefty damage. The changes from the original game to the sequel are subtle in the Gunslinger subclass, but refine the abilities that Hunter can use. Destiny 2 Hunter Gunslinger Super Ability - Golden Gun L1+R1/LB+RB - Summons a flaming gun that causes Solar Light damage to dissolve enemies. Destiny 2 Hunter Gunslinger Grenade Abilities: Incendiary - the explosion
from this grenade sets enemies on fire. Swarm - Detonates at impact, releasing drones that seek out enemies. Tripmine - Sticks to surfaces and triggers when enemies pass through its laser trigger. Destiny 2 Hunter Gunslinger Way of the Outlaw Perks: Deadshot - Significantly improves your ability to beat with the Golden Cannon. Chains of Ve - Precision kills increase reload speed for you and nearby
allies. Explosive knife - Throw a knife that explodes shortly after the collision. Six-Shooter - Golden Gun can be fired quickly up to 6 times, but has a shorter duration. Destiny 2 Hunter Gunslinger Way of the Sharpshooter Perks: Knife-Juggler - Precision kills with this throwing knife that instantly recharges the ability. Practice Makes Perfect - Each precision hit reduces the cooling down of your Super Ability.
Crowd-Pleaser - Enables precision damage with Golden Gun, and precision hits generate balls of light. Line 'Em Up – Precision hits with Golden Gun increase its damage and duration. Destiny 2 Hunter Nightstalker Super, Abilities, and Grenades The Hunter Nightstalker class, first introduced back into Taken King DLC for the original Destiny, will make a triumphant return in Destiny 2, bringing unique
abilities like Shadowshot and Grenade Swarms. Destiny 2 Hunter Nightstalker Super Ability - Golden Gun L1+R1/LB+RB - Tether's enemies in a certain radius to an anchor that slows down and silences them so your fire team can eliminate them. Destiny 2 Hunter Nightstalker Grenade Abilities: Swarm Grenade - This grenade detonates at impact, releasing drone grenades, seeking out nearby enemies.
Incendiary Grenade - Any enemies in the radius of this explosion immediately catch on fire. Tripmine Grenade - Sticks to a surface and explodes when an enemy passes through its laser beam. Destiny 2 Hunter Way of the the Perks: Snare Bomb - This smoke bomb sticks to a surface and detonates when enemies are nearby, dazzling and disorienting them. Keen Scout - Sprint and sneak faster, get an
improved tracker, and tethered enemies are marked so you can track them easily. Deadfall – The Void Anchors fired from Shadowshot become traps, and they also have increased range and last longer. Vanishing Step - Dodging makes you disappear from sight for a short time. Destiny 2 Hunter Nightstalker Way of the Pathfinder Perks: Disappear in Smoke - This smoke bomb creates a cloud that makes
you and your allies invisible. Lockdown - Grenade and smoke effects last twice as long. Heart of the Pack – Killing tethered enemies creates balls of light, and increased mobility recovery, and resistance for you and your allies. Moebius Quiver - Shadowshot can be fired several times in a row, dealing with massive damage to enemies caught in the explosion. The hunter again acts as the most agile Destiny
2 class, able to move around the battlefield with ease unlike Titan, but not necessarily be able to withstand as much damage as the Titan class. Both Arcstrider and Gunslinger Super Abilities focus on dealing with elementary damage, as the hunter again has some significant damage at their disposal. We have plenty more Destiny 2 for you at USGamer. We've got info on finding Xur in Destiny 2, and a look
at exotic weapons in Destiny 2 (including how to get the Rat King in Destiny 2 and how to get the Mida Multi-Tool in Destiny 2) and exotic armor. October 2017 at 3:03pm PDT You have decided to save the solar system with the staff-wielding talents of the Hunter class in Destiny 2 for PC, PS4 or Xbox One. Not only do you choose a well-rounded saviour skilled in gunplay and melee combat, you're also
going to look awesome when you rack up these kill counts. The base abilities and power of your Super can take you a long way, but we have tips on how to get the most out of this cunning and agile class. To get a general handle on playing Hunter - or any class for that matter - see our beginner's guide. And be sure to check out our other Destiny 2 guides, tips and tricks for even more help on how to
master the game. If you are curious about other classes, click from the links below. But if you're ready to start thinking about optimizing your playstyle for endgame content, read on! Each Hunter underclass is armed and qualified to be a useful contributor regardless of fashion. These three Hunter types deliver different experiences because of their different abilities, and getting the most out of this class
means mastering an underclass playing to your strengths. Stick to your starting underclass, Arcstrider, if you like to take the fight to the enemy as it is hands down the best melee fighter. If you're not the up-close-and-personal type but still enjoy the rush of shelving up kills, the varied weapon Gunslinger offers a wealth of skills and tailor-made for shooters. If you're less of a glory-seeker and more of a team
player, there's satisfaction to be found in the Nightstalker underclass. It has a number of non-lethal yet highly effective abilities that immobilize and disorient enemies, making them easy targets for nearby Guardians.What makes Hunter the most agile class is its two dodge abilities. Both of these should be used as often as possible, not only for practice, but also so you can find out which skills are right for
you. If you're very comfortable with the melee - or sticking to Arc's strife - the gambler's Dodge is the way to go as it recharges your melee ability. Complement this dodge with two passive abilities within the Way of the Warrior path, Combination Flow and Combat Flow. When used together, these powers can potentially make you unstoppable, as one ability recharges your dodge ability while the other
triggers health regeneration. The shooter's Dodge is more suitable for hunters who lean against varied weapons as it quickly reloads your armed weapon. This is especially useful if find yourself equipped with powerful weapons with long reload times. If, after spending a few hours with Arcstrider, you find yourself more comfortable with varied combat, switch to Gunslinger after unlocking this subclass. Two
of the way for outlaw passive abilities add benefits to Golden Gun Super. If you're adept at precision kills, you'll miss out if you don't lock in the way of Sharpshooter passive abilities, all of which reward your deadeye talents. The best complements to your precision as a sharpshooter are the area-of-effect benefits of incendiary grenade. Combine these with the deadly throwing knives within either passive
ability path. A single shot from Gunslinger's Golden Gun is one of the most potent Super attacks in Destiny 2. The problem is that by default, you only have three rounds before super needs to be recharged. It goes without saying that you should choose your goals carefully. This doesn't diminish the value of Gunslinger, though. Half of the underclass's eight passive abilities are designed to enhance this
Super, whether it's improved accuracy, doubling your ammunition (at the expense of a shorter duration) or increased damage. Hunter Nightstalker is a deadly underclass, especially if you know how to tailor his abilities specific to PvP and PvE. Against AI, it's an excellent supporting player, but it's also self-sufficient when you find yourself isolated. Use Vanish In Smoke to create an invisibility cloud for you
and your nearby allies. It's also easy to take the fight to AI, which is why you should prioritize Swarm and incendiary grenades over the Tripmine Grenade. Conversely, you can surprise opponents in The Crucible with traps like Tripmine and Snare Bomb. Speaking of PvP, Nightstalker can be a great contributor defensively and offensively, especially when using Vanishing Step and Keen to disappear and
increase sprinting, respectively. Last but not least, look for armor that improves sprinting and sliding, both of which go a long way in making you hard to kill. In itself, Shadowshot - Nightstalker's Super Capability - is not lethal, but it limits the movements and abilities of your enemies, making them vulnerable to your friends and your own follow-up attacks. This also makes Nightstalker most useful when
playing with a group. Whether it's alone or in a group, shadowshots are harnessed by your passive abilities. In the Way of Stairs, you can improve the Super with Deadfall, which triggers Void Anchor traps. When you choose Way of the Pathfinder, Moebius Quiver can transform Shadowshot into a damage trading Super. Heart of the Pack, which conjures the Orbs of Light as you kill, unscores Super's utility
against multiple enemies, as opposed to a single boss. Boss.
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